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In January 2007, the International Center for Technology Assessment and Friends of
the Earth co-hosted the ﬁrst Nanotechnology NGO Strategy Summit in Washington D.C.,
bringing together public interest, labor, civil society, environmental, women’s health, and
citizen-based grassroots organizations from across North America to discuss and agree
upon foundational principles for nanotechnology oversight and assessment. Over the
next six months, participants developed principles, spearheaded by the International
Center for Technology Assessment’s NanoAction project. This document is the result.
Nearly 70 groups from six continents now have endorsed it.
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The undersigned, a broad coalition of civil society, public interest, environmental and labor
organizations concerned about various aspects of nanotechnology’s human health, environmental,
social, ethical, and other impacts, submit the following declaration, Principles for the Oversight of
Nanotechnologies and Nanomaterials.
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Introduction
Governments, universities, and businesses around the world are racing to commercialize nanotechnologies and nanomaterials. Already, hundreds of consumer products either
contain nanomaterials (nano-scale chemicals) in the ﬁnished product, or are made using
nanotechnologies. At the same time, mounting evidence indicates that this new materials revolution poses signiﬁcant health, safety, and environmental hazards as well as profound social,
economic, and ethical challenges. Those speeding the commercialization of nanotechnologies have barely begun the research needed both to clarify and reduce risks and to develop
urgently needed ethical, legal and regulatory oversight mechanisms. These mechanisms are
required if we are to avoid repeating failures of past “wonder” materials and technologies.
The current situation does not give us hope that we will “get it right” with nanotechnology. Manufacturing and laboratory settings operate without proper safety guidance or
protection measures. Consumers are involuntarily exposed to unlabeled nanomaterial ingredients in products, without being informed of potential risks. Nanomaterials are disposed of
and released into the environment despite unknown impacts and inadequate means to detect,
track or remove the new materials. Governments and industry developers of nanotechnologies
provide few meaningful opportunities for informed public participation in discussions and
decisions about how, or even whether, to proceed with the “nano”-ization of the world.
This document declares eight fundamental principles that we believe must provide the
foundation for adequate and effective oversight and assessment of the emerging ﬁeld of nanotechnology, including those nanomaterials that are already in widespread commercial use.
THE PRINCIPLES
I.
A Precautionary Foundation
II. Mandatory Nano-speciﬁc Regulations
III. Health and Safety of the Public and Workers
IV. Environmental Protection
V.
Transparency
VI. Public Participation
VII. Inclusion of Broader Impacts
VIII. Manufacturer Liability
A precautionary approach is fundamental. A precautionary approach requires mandatory,
nano-speciﬁc oversight mechanisms to account for the unique characteristics of the materials.
Within those mechanisms, the protection of public health and worker safety requires
a committed focus on critical risk research and immediate action to mitigate potential
exposures until safety is demonstrated. Similar emphasis and action must be taken with
regard to safeguarding the natural environment. Throughout, oversight must be transparent
and provide public access to information regarding decision-making processes, safety testing
and products. Open, meaningful and full public participation at every level is essential. These
discussions and analyses should include consideration of nanotechnology’s wide-ranging
effects, including ethical and social impacts. Finally, developers and manufacturers must be
stewards responsible for the safety and effectiveness of their processes and products, and
retain liability for any adverse impacts stemming from them. Governmental bodies, organizations, and relevant parties should implement comprehensive oversight mechanisms enacting,
incorporating and internalizing these basic principles as soon as possible.1

A precautionary approach
requires mandatory, nanospeciﬁc oversight mechanisms
to account for the unique
characteristics of the
materials.
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I. A Precautionary Foundation
The Precautionary Principle
must be applied to
nanotechnologies because
scientiﬁc research to-date
suggests that exposure to at
least some nanomaterials,
nanodevices, or the products
of nanobiotechnology is likely
to result in serious harm
to human health and the
environment.

The Precautionary Principle,2 already integrated into many international conventions,3 has
been described as follows: “When an activity raises threats of harm to human health or the
environment, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships are not fully established scientiﬁcally.”4 Such an approach requires preventative
action in the face of uncertainty, assigns the burden of protection to those responsible for
the potentially harmful activities, considers all alternatives to new activities and processes,
and insists on public participation in decision-making. This would include prohibiting the
marketing of untested or unsafe uses of nanomaterials and requiring product manufacturers and distributors to bear the burden of proof. Simply put, ‘no health and safety data,
no market.’ Adequate lifecycle assessment of nanomaterials should be deﬁned and the assessment conducted before commercialization. Adequate resources should be dedicated to
discerning and using the safest possible feedstock, processes and products.
The Precautionary Principle must be applied to nanotechnologies because scientiﬁc
research to-date suggests that exposure to at least some nanomaterials, nanodevices, or the
products of nanobiotechnology is likely to result in serious harm to human health and the environment. The small size of engineered nanomaterials can imbue them with novel physical,
chemical, and biological properties that are potentially useful; however, the comparatively
high reactivity, mobility, and other properties that come with small size are also likely to
impart novel toxicity.5 Existing research on the impacts of nanomaterials on human health
and the environment have raised red ﬂags that warrant precautionary action and further
study.6 Because the potential toxicity of nano-scale materials cannot be reliably predicted
from their toxicity proﬁle in bulk (non-nano) form, regulations must require rigorous,
accurate and comprehensive pre-market safety assessments that take into consideration the
unique properties of nanomaterials. Regulations underpinned by a precautionary approach
are critical for new technological developments where long-term health and environmental
impacts are unknown, inadequately studied, and/or unpredictable.7 Lack of data or evidence
of speciﬁc harm cannot substitute for a reasonable certainty of safety.
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II. Mandatory Nano-speciﬁc Regulations
Current legislation provides inadequate oversight of
nanomaterials. A modiﬁed or sui generis, nano-speciﬁc
regulatory regime must be an integral aspect of the
development of nanotechnologies. Considering the
already advanced and rapidly expanding development
and commercialization of nanomaterials, a governmental assessment of current oversight mechanisms is
urgently needed, taking into account the novel properties exhibited by nanomaterials.
Even where legal authority exists, substantial regulatory changes in existing laws are likely to be necessary
in order to adequately and effectively address the fundamentally different properties of
nanomaterials and new challenges that nanomaterials present.8 Current laws are even less
equipped to oversee products and processes such as active nano-systems and nano-structures
that are currently under development.9 Government agencies thus far have failed to use their
existing regulatory authority.10 Current regulatory systems must be adjusted and applied
to nanomaterials as a temporary response, until nano-speciﬁc oversight mechanisms can
be formulated and put into place.11 Regulatory actions should retroactively cover all nanomaterial products already on the market.
The adverse effects of nanomaterials cannot be reliably predicted from the known toxicity
of the bulk material.12 Some experts recommend that up to sixteen physicochemical parameters be evaluated – a “far cry from the two or three [parameters] usually measured” for bulk
materials.13 Because of their novel properties and the associated risks, nanomaterials must be
classiﬁed as new substances for assessment and regulatory purposes.14
Voluntary initiatives are wholly inadequate to oversee
nanotechnology.
Voluntary programs lack incentives for
Voluntary initiatives are
“bad actors” or those with risky products to participate,
wholly inadequate to oversee
thus leaving out the entities most in need of regulananotechnology.
tion.15 Under voluntary initiatives, companies may lack
motivation to test for long-term or chronic health and environmental effects.16 Voluntary initiatives often delay or weaken essential regulation, forestall
public involvement, and limit public access to vital environmental safety and health data.
For these reasons, the public overwhelmingly prefers mandatory governmental oversight to
voluntary initiatives.17

Current legislation provides
inadequate oversight of
nanomaterials. A modiﬁed
or sui generis, nanospeciﬁc regulatory regime
must be an integral aspect
of the development of
nanotechnologies.

Because of their novel
properties and the associated
risks, nanomaterials must be
classiﬁed as new substances
for assessment and regulatory
purposes.
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III. Health and Safety of the Public and Workers

Adequate and effective
nanomaterial oversight
requires an immediate
emphasis on preventing
known and potential exposures
to nanomaterials that have
not been proven safe.

Workers and their
representatives should be
involved in all aspects of
workplace nanotechnology
safety and health issues
without fear of retaliation
or discrimination.

Adequate and effective nanomaterial oversight requires an immediate emphasis on preventing known and potential exposures to nanomaterials that have not been proven safe. This
is essential for both the public and nano-industry workers because some materials present
potential hazards and others are largely untested. Free nanoparticles (nanomaterials that are
not bound up in other materials) are of particular concern because they appear most likely
to enter the body, react with cells, and cause tissue damage.18 Embedded nanoparticles also
pose exposure concerns. Workers may be exposed to such materials throughout the manufacturing process, while disposal and recycling activities may expose the public and the
environment.
Due to their size, nanoparticles can cross biological membranes, cells, tissues, and organs
more readily than larger particles.19 When inhaled, they can go from the lungs into the blood
system.20 There is growing evidence that some nanomaterials may penetrate intact skin,21
especially in the presence of surfactants22 or massaging or ﬂexing of the skin,23 and gain
access to systemic circulation.24 When ingested, nanomaterials may pass through the gut
wall and into the blood circulation.25 Once in the blood stream, nanomaterials can circulate
throughout the body and can lodge in organs and tissues including the brain, liver, heart,
kidneys, spleen, bone marrow, and nervous system.26 Once inside cells, they may interfere
with normal cellular function, cause oxidative damage and even cell death.27
Inadequate funding and the lack of a governmental emphasis on human health risk
research enabled the current situation in which some people are exposed to manufactured
nanomaterials daily despite a dearth of data on potential long-term or chronic effects of those
materials.28 The people that research, develop, manufacture, package, handle, transport, use
and dispose of nanomaterials will be those most exposed and therefore most likely to suffer
any potential human health harms. As such, worker protection should be paramount within any nanomaterial oversight
As such, worker protection
regime. The U.S. National Science Foundation estimates
should be paramount
that by 2015 nanotechnology industries will employ two
within any nanomaterial
million workers globally.29 In addition, many researchers
oversight regime.
and students work with nanomaterials in academic laboratories. Despite the burgeoning nano-workforce, no existing
occupational safety and health standard speciﬁcally addresses nanotechnologies and nanomaterials, and there are no accepted standard methods for measuring human exposure to
nanomaterials in the workplace.
Any regulatory regime designed to protect workers from the health effects of nanomaterials requires written comprehensive safety and health programs addressing workplace
nanotechnology issues. Employers should use the precautionary principle as the basis for implementing protective measures for assuring the health and safety of workers. The hierarchy
of exposure controls—elimination, substitution, engineering controls, work practice/administrative approaches, and personal protective equipment—should be employed. Exposure
monitoring, medical surveillance and worker training are necessary to ensure that workers
receive the most up-to-date information on nanomaterials. Workers and their representatives should be involved in all aspects of workplace nanotechnology safety and health issues
without fear of retaliation or discrimination. Finally, existing occupational, safety and health
standards must be scrutinized for their applicability to nanomaterials.30
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IV. Environmental Sustainability
A nanomaterial lifecycle31 assessment—including manufacturing, transport, product use,
recycling, and disposal into the waste stream—is necessary to understand how various
statutory systems apply and where regulatory gaps exist.32 Full lifecycle environmental,
health and safety effects must be assessed prior to commercialization.
Once loose in nature, manufactured nanomaterials represent an unprecedented class of
manufactured pollutants. Potentially damaging environmental impacts can be expected to
stem from the novel nature of manufactured nanomaterials, including mobility and persistence in soil, water and air, bioaccumulation, and unanticipated interactions with chemical
and biological materials.33 The limited number of existing studies has raised red ﬂags, such as
exposure to high levels of nanoscale aluminum stunting root growth in ﬁve commercial crop
species,34 byproducts associated with the manufacture of single-walled carbon nanotubes
causing increased mortality and delayed development of a small estuarine crustacean,35 and
damage to beneﬁcial microorganisms from nanosilver.36 The U.K. Royal Society has recommended that, “the release of nanoparticles and nanotubes in the environment be avoided as
far as possible” and that, “factories and research laboratories treat manufactured nanoparticles
and nanotubes as hazardous, and seek to reduce or remove them from waste streams.”37
Potential environmental risks remain unidentiﬁed due to the failure to prioritize environmental impact research and the paucity of funding currently allocated for risk-relevant
research.38 Government funding of environmental, health and safety research must be
increased dramatically and a strategic risk research plan delineated.39
Nanomaterials create immense difﬁculties for the application of existing environmental
protection regimes.40 Agencies lack cost-effective tools and mechanisms to detect, monitor,
measure, and control manufactured nanomaterials, let alone the means to remove them from
the environment. Industry shields even the scant data provided to government from public
view by claims of conﬁdential business information. The risk assessments, oversight triggers,
toxicity parameters, and threshold minimums used by environmental laws in many countries,
including the U.S. and E.U., are designed for bulk (non-nano) material toxicity parameters.
The metrics used in existing laws, such as a relationship between mass and exposure, are
insufﬁcient for nanomaterials. Existing laws lack lifecycle analyses and fail to address existing
regulatory gaps. Environmentally sustainable management of nanomaterials must address
and remedy these failings.

Full lifecycle environmental,
health and safety effects
must be assessed prior to
commercialization.

Government funding of
environmental, health and
safety research must be
increased dramatically and
a strategic risk research
plan delineated.
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V. Transparency

The public’s right to know
requires the labeling of
all products containing
nanomaterial ingredients.

Assessment and oversight of nanomaterials requires mechanisms ensuring transparency,
including labeling of consumer products that contain nanomaterials, installing workplace
right to know laws and protective measures, and developing a publicly accessible inventory
of health and safety information.
The public’s right to know includes the right to be informed, in order to make educated
choices. Polls show that the vast majority of the public lacks even basic information about
nanotechnology or the presence of nanomaterials in consumer products.41 In many cases,
manufacturers have not publicly released health hazard and testing information concerning
their products, or even labeled those products that contain nanomaterials.42 As a result, the
public cannot make informed choices about nanomaterial products. The public’s right to
know requires the labeling of all products containing nanomaterial ingredients.43 Moreover,
product labeling facilitates documentation of potential environmental releases, human
exposures, and accountability for adverse impacts.
Safety testing data must be available for public scrutiny. In light of the poor record of
industry in preventing workplace exposures and environmental releases of hazardous
chemicals, effective oversight should include strictures on the use of conﬁdentiality shields
for nanomaterials. The provisions of international conventions on public access to information should be respected.44
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VI. Public Participation
The potential of nanotechnologies to transform the global social, economic, and political
landscape makes it essential that the public fully participate in the deliberative and decisionmaking processes.45 These processes must be open, facilitating equal input from all interested
and affected parties. Government-corporate alliances (i.e., “public-private partnerships”)
undermine democratic ideals and oversight principles when they fail to be transparent and
accountable to the public. The general public of every nation as well as future generations
must be seen as stakeholders.
Participation must also be meaningful: it must proceed and inform policy development
and decision-making, rather than be limited to after-the-fact, one-way public ‘engagement’
in which the government and/or industry ‘educates’ the public with the goal of quelling
debate and smoothing public acceptance. Meaningful public participation requires a governmental commitment and sufﬁcient funding.
Finally, full public participation requires democratic involvement for the entire range
of processes by which nanotechnologies are developed and used and is necessary at
each stage of development on a continuing basis to ensure that public concerns, values
and preferences inform and guide nanotechnology oversight. Rather than beginning from
the false presumption that technological change is inevitable and/or always beneﬁcial,
the processes of designing nanotechnology devices and systems should be driven by
social needs that are identiﬁed through informed deliberation and open decision-making
among the affected people. Special efforts must be made to include persons living in
poor communities, who have suffered disproportionately from the development of new
technologies in the past.

The potential of
nanotechnologies to
transform the global social,
economic, and political
landscape makes it essential
that the public fully
participate in the deliberative
and decision-making
processes.
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VII. Inclusion of Broader Impacts

Social impact, ethical
assessment, equity, justice
and individual community
preferences should guide the
allocation of public funding
for research.

Consideration of nanotechnology’s wide-ranging effects, including ethical and social impacts,
must occur at each stage of the development process. Adequate assessment of both imports
and exports containing nanomaterials is essential.
In addition to posing health, safety and environmental risks, nanomaterials present broader
socio-economic concerns. For example, as new nanomaterials gain widespread use, they may
disrupt markets for existing commodities, with potentially devastating consequences for the
economies of commodity-dependent developing countries (i.e., the poorest countries).46
The adverse impacts of granting patents for fundamental nanomaterials, which may amount
to privatizing the building blocks of the natural world, must be considered and addressed.
Moreover, the anticipated next generations of nanotechnologies, including the production
of more sophisticated nanodevices for manufacturing, military or medical use – including
enhancement of human performance – can be expected to pose complex risks as well as social
and ethical challenges. Some laboratories are already engineering viruses, yeasts, and bacteria
to make nanomaterials. Full public debate on all these issues will be crucial.
As with all new technologies, the allocation of research funding will shape nanotechnology’s development trajectory. Social science analyses of nanotechnology’s implications
should take place alongside that of the health and environmental sciences. Social impact,
ethical assessment, equity, justice and individual community preferences should guide the
allocation of public funding for research. A signiﬁcant proportion of this research should be
community-based and designed to encourage public participation.47 The current excessive
funding of military research and meager funding for research on nanotechnology’s social
challenges, and possible risks to the health of the public, workers and the environment, is
unacceptable.48 More research on the EHS (environmental, health and safety) and socioeconomic impacts of nanotechnologies is essential. This should include community action
research that helps citizens understand the potential beneﬁts and dangers of nanotechnology
projects in their speciﬁc communities. That research should be publicly funded and commissioned by government agencies with clear mandates for oversight and research on EHS and
socio-economic impacts. All results must be made available to the public.

© Basel Action Network 2006.

In addition to posing health,
safety and environmental
risks, nanomaterials present
broader socio-economic
concerns.
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VIII. Manufacturer Liability
Nanomaterials have exploded in the marketplace, billed as miracle substances with remarkable qualities that make them desirable in almost every sector of the economy. Like asbestos
when it was ﬁrst introduced to the market, the public health and environmental impacts of
nanomaterials have been poorly studied. Even more so than asbestos, nanomaterials possess
qualities (shape, size, chemical reactivity) that have the potential to make them especially
risky. Nanomaterials are being sold to the public at large in consumer products, without
any notice or warning of their potential hazard. In addition, like the tobacco industry, nanoindustries seem content to market their products without fully understanding the potential
risks or informing the public of those risks.
All who market nano-products, including nanomaterial developers, handlers and commercial users, the makers of products containing nanomaterials and retailers who sell
nano-containing products to the public must be held accountable for liabilities incurred
from their products. While product liability claims are the most likely liability for the nanomaterials industry, other forms of liability, including negligence, derivative liability, nuisance,
fraud and misrepresentation are relevant. In addition, nanomaterial oversight regimes should
include ﬁnancial mechanisms, funded by manufacturers and distributors, ensuring that funds
are available to compensate and/or remediate any potential health, worker, or environmental
damages. Potential injured parties include individual members of the general public, classes
of individuals who have experienced similar harm (such as workers or users of consumer
products), federal, state and local governments (or units thereof), foreign nations, investors,
insurance companies, and labor unions. Both those funding commercialization and those
actively engaged in nanotechnology sectors are responsible for the adequacy of the product
stewardship and any damage incurred because of failure to take precautionary protective
actions to protect people or the environment.

Conclusion
Proponents of a nanotech “revolution” predict that it will cause dramatic and sweeping
changes in every aspect of human life.49 We believe that a precautionary course of action is
necessary in order to safeguard the health and safety of the public and workers; conserve our
natural environment; ensure public participation and democratically decided social goals;
restore public trust in, and support for, government and academic research; and permit
long-term commercial viability. We call for all relevant bodies and actors to take actions to
implement, incorporate, and internalize the above principles for nanotechnology and nanomaterial oversight immediately.

All who market nanoproducts, including
nanomaterial developers,
handlers and commercial
users, the makers of
products containing
nanomaterials and retailers
who sell nano-containing
products to the public must
be held accountable for
liabilities incurred from
their products.
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